
P O R T F O L I O



Manossusias means get your hands dirty, means experiment, imagine and 
throwing yourself in everything you do, because through action our spirits get 
creative. We embrace the possibility of choosing different ways to live by using 
our capacity to dream and communicate what we think. Manossusias is all 
about going beyond and making the unthinkable, real! 
Make others experience the surprise of unseen.

His hands are the terminal of a tireless, always 
learning mind, just challenge him with something 
unknown and a factory of ideas deliver in just a few 
minutes an unexpected solution. When in silence 
something awesome is cooking in his abstract 
mind. Curious and detailed with a great capacity 
to observe, his biggest passions are the result of 
very conscious process where he prints his soul: 
photography, sailing, pastry, modelling. Capable of 
handling diverse projects contemporary because 
of his practical asset and spirit of commitment.

MATTIA BONAVOLONTA’

Small concentrate of surprises, in a short time has transformed my 
vision of design. She brought from Colombia not only its culture, 
but also the strength to create something unseen. An unstoppable 
mindset, who has done of her child soul, her real weapon. Huge 
creativity flows into a manual dexterity that goes from illustration 
to sculpture, through tailoring, but especially the desire to make, 
give her capability to build prototypes with a soul. Her artistic spirit, 
dancing, painting and love for the Oriental philosophy, are always 
visible in her work.

Monica marconi

SKILLS
PROBLEM SOLVING
PROTOTYPING
3D MODELING & RENDERING
ELOQUENCE
PRAGMATIC
MATERIALS & MANUFACTORING

SKILLS
SYSTEM DESIGN

PROTOTYPING
2D RENDERING 
ILLUSTRATION

RESERCH
AESTETHICS SENSIBILITY



PROJECTS AS A TEAM
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Greenpot is a modular set of gardening pots for aromatic 
plants , its organic form makes of healthy lifestyle 
also a design matter. Its divided in two containers that 
permit the plants to self-watering through absorption.
It is made of LDPE in injection mould and with a 
beautiful bright color palette that the user can choose 
according to their house style, thought for the people 
who love freshness and nature growing home.

GreenPot
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Paray is a concept of high tech wash basin, 
designed  for the  2014 Cristalplant design contest. 
the starting point was to reduce ornaments to 
their  minimal expression by  eliminating the tap 
and instead using a touch-sensor mechanism. 
The clean line enhances the sensation of the falling water 
and taking advantage of the moulding characteristics 
of the material we extended the surface to create the 
space for storage, making sink and drawers all in one.

PARAY
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Jowie is a social robot designed to be the sidekick 
for the youngest warriors in the oncology ward, it 
can be completely personalised and according to 
the child imagination it changes its personality.
It’s equipped to perform games, tell stories, project films or 
even video call. it’s super soft so it can be hugged. Jowie 
is a multi-sensory friend with a lot of high tech paws.

jowie
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Turbine is a dinnerware set designed for Alitalia first 
class contest , this forms made out of ceramic represent 
the dynamics of the plane turbine so it seems to be 
suspended in the air, or better on the table. the clean 
lines of the set lights the heaviness of the material, 
thought to be a flawless support for high quality food.

Turbine



projects by HER
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Doceo is a free bike sharing system, designed for Rome city. 
you can access to the bicycles by a bracelet with a chip, this 
is distribute in the hotels along with a city map and different 
routes sheets that suggest several ways to know the eternal 
city in a sustainable way. is thought as a welcome kit for tourist 
enhancing new and greener tourism models and pushing 
more people to come and live what this city has to offer.

Doceo
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Kyky lamp was designed for the young Guzzini 
line called E-my; it starts as materialisation of a 
Mickey cartoon where he holds a torch to get into a 
cave, the idea of making it a real object and getting 
the light cone solid was just fun! its made out of 
PP for the diffuser and LDPE for the handler, the 
light wire is covered in fabric for a friendlier look.
It comes in three different color so you can 
choose your own childhood lamp reminder.

Kyky lamp
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La Martina was designed to reflect the aesthetic identity 
of the designer in an technical object such as the bicycle, 
this was developed in a academic environment where 
we settle a collective named “bicicirculo Urbano” where 
particularly the majority of the designers were women. 
The results were presented in the international bicycle 
week of Bogotá and in the  bike friendly exhibition 
held at the Chamber of commerce di Bogotá (CCB).

La martina



projects by HIM
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“BE+ be smart be your city” it’s a social system for 
communities, consists in a web platform where we can 
share initiatives, good actions and a time bank in order 
to increase the social responsibility and stimulate human 
dynamics in the neighbourhood through a scheme of 
social credits that can be expendable with the different 
partnership established with private and public sector.
designed  as a  thesis  was presented in the 2014 maker 
faire of Rome held at the auditorium as smart city  project.

Be+
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GROWINTILES is a conceptual green facade created for 
the 2013 ceramic future contest. The design talks about 
the moldability of the material into convexities thought 
to harbour plants, the long deformed tiles refuge the 
nature caos. just like they grow spontaneously in the 
streets. the clean line and simple form becomes the 
canvas of beautiful shapes and colours chosen and 
planted by the user, so allowing the personalisation.
The project was awarded a Cersaie in 2013.

growintiles
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Tuffathe is a funny tea diffuser, was designed for 
the young Guzzini line called e-my witch objects 
are ironic and amusing. is made out of silicon so 
it represents the consistency of the character. the 
dive men carries all the flavour with him so you 
can enjoy yourself making splash the boiling water.
or just surprise your friends at the tea time.

tuffathe
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